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Outline of the Talk:Outline of the Talk:
GRB theory: Fireball model vs. GRB theory: Fireball model vs. PoyntingPoynting fluxflux

GRB polarization: an unresolved relativistic jetGRB polarization: an unresolved relativistic jet

Afterglow Afterglow polpol.: variable vs. smooth light curves.: variable vs. smooth light curves

Polarization in the Polarization in the prompt prompt γγ--ray emissionray emission

Polarization of the Polarization of the optical flashoptical flash & & radio flareradio flare

New:New: upper limits on the upper limits on the PolPol. of the radio flare. of the radio flare

Implication for BImplication for B--field structure + jet structurefield structure + jet structure

ConclusionsConclusions



Theory: Theory: Fireball vs. Fireball vs. PoyntingPoynting FluxFlux
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Polarization of Synchrotron EmissionPolarization of Synchrotron Emission
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linear polarizationlinear polarization perpendicular to the projection of perpendicular to the projection of 
B B on the plane of the sky on the plane of the sky (+ (+ residual elliptical residual elliptical polpol.. ≲≲1/1/γγe e ≪≪ 11))

The maximal polarization is for the local emission from The maximal polarization is for the local emission from 
an ordered an ordered BB--field: field: PPmaxmax=(=(αα+1+1)/()/(αα+5/3)+5/3) wherewhere FFνν∝∝νν--αα,,
--1/3 1/3 ≤≤ αα ≲≲ 1.5 1.5 ⇒⇒ 50%50% ≤≤ PPmax max ≲≲ 80%                             80%                             
(Rybicki & Lightman 1979(Rybicki & Lightman 1979;; Granot 2003)Granot 2003)



Shock Produced Magnetic Field:
A magnetic field that is produced at a relativistic A magnetic field that is produced at a relativistic 
collisionless shock, due to the twocollisionless shock, due to the two--stream instability, is stream instability, is 
expected to be expected to be tangled within the plane of the shocktangled within the plane of the shock
(Medvedev & Loeb 1999)(Medvedev & Loeb 1999)

P = 0P = 0Magnetic field 
tangled within 
a (shock) plane

Photon emitted 
normal to plane

nnphph == nnshsh

P = P = PPmaxmax
Photon emitted 
along the plane

nnphph ⊥⊥ nnshsh

θ P = PP = Pmaxmaxsinsin22θθ/(1+cos/(1+cos22θθ))
(Liang 1980)P

P



Relativistic source: Γ
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Polarization in the observer frame
Ordered field
in shock plane

Random field
in shock plane B
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Smooth Afterglow Light Curves:Smooth Afterglow Light Curves:
the polarization is usually attributed to a jet geometrythe polarization is usually attributed to a jet geometry

Structured jet††:Uniform jet†:
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Log(tt)

P

θθp= const

tt0

P(tP(t≪≪ttjj) ) ~~ P(tP(t~t~tjj) ) 
while for jetwhile for jet modelsmodels
P(tP(t≪≪ttjj))≪≪P(tP(t~t~tjj))



Linear polarization at the level of Linear polarization at the level of P P ~ ~ 1%1%--3%3%
was detected in several optical afterglowswas detected in several optical afterglows
In some cases In some cases PP varied, but usually varied, but usually θθpp ≈≈ constconst
Different from predictions of uniform or structured jet

Afterglow Polarization:Afterglow Polarization: ObservationsObservations

Different from predictions of uniform or structured jet

GRB 020813GRB 020813

((GorosabelGorosabel et al. 1999)et al. 1999)

((CovinoCovino et al. 1999)et al. 1999)



Polarization of prompt Polarization of prompt γγ--ray ray emission:emission:
GRB 021206GRB 021206 P = 80% P = 80% ±± 20%20% (Coburn & Boggs 2003)(Coburn & Boggs 2003)

ControversialControversial♣:: measuring measuring polpol.. inin --raysrays isis veryvery
difficult difficult 
P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax can be achieved in the following ways:can be achieved in the following ways:
(1) (1) ordered magnetic fieldordered magnetic field in the in the ejectaejecta†

(2) (2) special geometryspecial geometry: : θθjj < < θθobsobs ≲≲ θθjj++1/1/ΓΓ ⇒⇒ narrow jet:narrow jet:
θθjj ≲≲ 1/1/ΓΓ (works with (works with shock produced magnetic fieldshock produced magnetic field♠

or or inverse Comptoninverse Compton scattering of scattering of external photonsexternal photons♦♦))

Waxman (2003)

♣Rutledge & Fox 03
†JG & Königl 03,

Coburn & Boggs 03,
Lyutikov et al. 03, JG 03 

♠Waxman 03, 
Nakar et al. 03

♦♦Lazzati et al. 03,
Eichler & Levinson 03



Reverse shock Reverse shock PolPol.:.: BB--field in field in ejectaejecta
The The existenceexistence of a reverse shock of a reverse shock ⇒⇒ EEEM EM ≲≲ EEkinkin (( ≲≲ 11)
In the In the ‘‘optical flashoptical flash’’ the the polpol.. should be should be similarsimilar to that to that 
in in --raysrays, but much , but much easier to measureeasier to measure & more & more 
reliablereliable
IfIf BBordord in the in the ejectaejecta is ordered on angles is ordered on angles 1/1/ΓΓ00 ≲≲ θθB B < < θθj j 
then then P P ≈≈ PPmaxmax ×× min(1,min(1,ΓΓθθBB) ) due todue to averaging overaveraging over
N N ~~ ((ΓΓθθBB))--22 incoherentincoherent patchespatches (Granot & (Granot & KKööniglnigl 03)03)

⇒⇒ smaller smaller PP & different & different θθpp in the in the ‘‘radio flareradio flare’’ ((ΓΓ ~~ 1010))
ToroidalToroidal BB--field in the field in the ejectaejecta::

(Lazzati et al.
2004)

structured jet
uniform jet

(top hat)



BB--fieldfield Optical FlashOptical Flash Radio FlareRadio Flare
ShockShock

ProducedProduced
θθobsobs≲≲ θθjj--1/1/ΓΓ:: P P ≈≈ 00
θθobsobs~~θθjj++1/1/ΓΓ:: PP≲≲50%50%

polpol. due to jet structure . due to jet structure 
⇒⇒ similar to afterglowsimilar to afterglow

UniformUniform P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax

PatchesPatches ((θθBB)) θθB B ≳≳1/1/ΓΓ00:: P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax PP ~~ PPmaxmax××min(1,min(1,ΓΓθθBB))

ToroidalToroidal θθobsobs≳≳1/1/ΓΓ00:: PP ~~ PPmaxmax
structured jet: structured jet: P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax

toptop hat:hat:PP~~PPmaxmax((θθobsobs//θθjj))22



New:New: Upper Limits on Polarization Upper Limits on Polarization 
of Radio Flare Emission of Radio Flare Emission (JG & Taylor 04)

GRBGRB t t (days)(days) ttjj (days)(days) ΠΠLL ((33 σσ)) ΠΠCC ((33 σσ))

990123990123 1.251.25 ≈≈ 22 < 23%< 23% < 32%< 32%

991216991216
1.491.49
2.682.68

1.49,1.49, 2.682.68
~ 2~ 2

< 11%< 11%
< 9%< 9%
< 7%< 7%

< 17%< 17%
< 15%< 15%
< 9%< 9%

020405020405 1.191.19 ~ 1~ 1--22 < 11%< 11% < 19%< 19%

Probably almost no depolarization in the host galaxyProbably almost no depolarization in the host galaxy
Likely no significant depolarization in the source due to Likely no significant depolarization in the source due to 
different amounts of Faraday rotation; hard to rule outdifferent amounts of Faraday rotation; hard to rule out



Implications of the Upper limits Implications of the Upper limits 
on the Radio Flare Polarizationon the Radio Flare Polarization

BB--field field 
structurestructure

TheoreticalTheoretical
predictionprediction

Theory vs. Theory vs. 
ObservationObservation

ShockShock
ProducedProduced

polpol. due to jet structure . due to jet structure 

⇒⇒ similar to afterglowsimilar to afterglow

UniformUniform P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax X
PatchesPatches ((θθBB)) PP ~~ PPmaxmax××min(1,min(1,ΓΓθθBB)) θθBB≲≲PPlimlim//ΓΓPPmaxmax~10~10--22

ToroidalToroidal
structured jet: structured jet: P P ~ ~ PPmaxmax

toptop hat:hat:PP~~PPmaxmax((θθobsobs//θθjj))22

X
θθobsobs//θθjj ≲≲ 0.4 0.4 -- 0.550.55



ToroidalToroidal Magnetic Field:Magnetic Field:
Dynamics of Dynamics of 
the the EjectaEjecta::
ΓΓ(t)(t) follows 
that of the 
forward shock

ΓΓ(t)(t) follows the 
Blandford & 
McKee self 
similar solution

ΓΓ(t)(t) follows 
that of the 
forward shock

Granot & Taylor (2004)

Fν∝ν-α



Magnetic field Structure in the Source
PoyntingPoynting flux dominatedflux dominated outflow (outflow ( ≫≫ 11): naturally ): naturally 
produces a produces a structured jet structured jet ++ toroidaltoroidal magnetic fieldmagnetic field
Reverse shockReverse shock ⇒⇒ ≲≲ 11 ⇒⇒ maybe due to maybe due to dissipationdissipation
DissipationDissipation can also cause a can also cause a random field componentrandom field component
If If PoyntingPoynting flux is subflux is sub--dominantdominant (( ≲≲ 11):):

Axial symmetry Axial symmetry ⇒⇒ toroidaltoroidal magnetic fieldmagnetic field
BB--field tangled on small scales field tangled on small scales ⇒⇒ tangled in 2Dtangled in 2D

Shock produced BShock produced B--fiedfied can give rise to a random field can give rise to a random field 
component component BBrndrnd on top of an on top of an initisllyinitislly ordered one ordered one BBordord
⇒⇒ lowers lowers polpol. by a factor . by a factor ~~ηη/(1+ /(1+ ηη)) ; ; ηη ≈≈ 〈〈BBordord

22〉〉//〈〈BBrndrnd
22〉〉

For For GRB 991216GRB 991216: : ηη/(1+ /(1+ ηη) ) ≲≲ 1/6 1/6 ⇒⇒ ηη ≲≲ 0.20.2
ForFor ≫≫ 11 one might naturally expect one might naturally expect ηη ≳≳ 0.50.5



Conclusions:
The most promising way to probe the magnetic The most promising way to probe the magnetic 
field structure in GRB outflows is by measuring field structure in GRB outflows is by measuring 
the the optical flash optical flash or or radioradio flareflare polarization polarization 
New upper limitsNew upper limits on the radio flare polarization on the radio flare polarization 
are are hard to reconcilehard to reconcile with a with a structured jet +structured jet + a a 
predominantly predominantly toroidaltoroidal magnetic fieldmagnetic field

⇒⇒ for for GRB 991216GRB 991216: : 〈〈BBordord
22〉〉//〈〈BBrndrnd

22〉〉 ≲≲ 0.20.2
A A toroidaltoroidal magnetic field + a magnetic field + a uniform jetuniform jet is is 
possible for viewing angles possible for viewing angles θθobsobs//θθjj ≲≲ 0.4 0.4 -- 0.550.55
If the magnetic field is ordered on patches of If the magnetic field is ordered on patches of 
angular scale angular scale θθBB then: then: θθB B ≲≲ PPlimlim//ΓΓPPmaxmax ~ 10~ 10--22
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